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Inside Triangle Game Continuity 
The inside Triangle Game continuity is a powerful inside game with wing shooters. Since a lot of inside screening takes 
place, it is best run with physically strong players. The inside players should be good, but do not have to be dominating, 
since most of their shots will come off screens. Players must be well schooled in the fundamentals of setting and using 
screens. Placing good shooters on the wings will spread the defense, allowing the inside screening game to take place. 
A smaller player can be deployed inside to create mismatches if so desired. Triangle Action is easy to teach and learn.  

Basic Action Down Screen Entry 

Ball Reversal. To initiate the Triangle Game action O3 passes 
out O4 who in turns passes to O1. O2 sets a base screen for O5 
and then pops out off of O4’s down screen. Wing O1 has 
options of shooting if open, feeding O5 posting up strong or 
passing to O2 popping out off O4's down screen. 

Down Screen. The Triangle Game action can also be 
initiated with O4 setting a down screen for O2. O2 has 
options of shooting, feeding either post or passing out to 
either wing spotting up for open shots. When O2 passes to a 
wing the Triangle Game action continues. 

Back Screen Entry Wing Skip Pass 

Back Screen Lob. When the reversal pass out to O4 is denied, 
O2 breaks up and sets a back pick. Wing O3 looks to make a 
lob pass to O4 back cutting to the basket or feeding O5 posting 
up.  

Skip Pass. Wing O3 has option of making a skip passed to 
opposite wing at any time. When O3 makes a skip pass to 
O1, Triangle Game action is initiated with O2 setting a base 
screen for O5 and continuing up and setting a back screen 
for O4. If O1’s shot is not available, O1 looks to feed O5 or 
lob to O4. 
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Back Door vs. Overplay Back Cut Lob 

Defensive Overplay. On ball reversal, if defender X1 
overplays and denies the pass to O1, O2 breaks high 
looking for pass from O4 to feed O1 on back cut. O4 can 
also make a direct pass to O1 on back cut. Post O5 has 
option of stepping out and setting a back screen for O3.  

Back Cut. If O2’s break to the side post should get 
overplayed by defender X2, O2should immediately back 
cut to basket looking for an over the top pass from O4.  

 
 

NOTE: See www.hooptactics.com/OffensiveStrategies/MotionOffense/Trianglegame for complete, 
illustrated details and options for the Triangle Game Offense.  

 


